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ABSTRACT

The beach and sand dunes are the first line of
defense protecting the land from the sea. The effectiveness of the
beach is caused by its sloping surface which dissipates the energy of
Waves and by the flexibility of the slope which changes as the waves
change. The process and rate of accretion and erosion are dependent
on the size and frequency of waves, the. formation of sand bars, and
the tidal cycle. Littoral drift occurs when waves approach the beach
at anangle, This can affect the beach when a barrier is put across
the littoral zone causing sand to collect on one side and erode on
the other. Sand dunes protect the land by acting as a dike during
exceptionally-high tide and as a reserve supply of sand in times of
severe erosion. Their effectiveness can be destroyed by pedestrians,
vehicles, or housing construction, but these problems can be
overcome. If the unique features of the beach are recognized, it can
be enjoyed without interfering with itO job of prntcting the land.
(DC)

Reproductions supplied by EDRS are the best that can be made
from the original document.
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r he Beach
Natur i Protection from the Sea

William M. Sensabatmli

The beach is a great place for an outing.- A place
to swim, sunbathe, surf, picnic, and fish. These are

the thing that most per pie think' of when they
think of the beach. However, the beach and the
dunes that buttress it are much more than just a
place for recreation. It is the first line of defense
which protects the land from the sea. With an

principal features of tlfe bead
There are two
which make it pcarticularly effective in protecting
the upland. Fim=tr, it has a -sloping surface which
gradually dissipares the cnergy of a wave as Mr
wave flows up the-- slope. Second, since it is made of
sand, the beach is
as the waves chat!

flexible and the slope can chant

understanding of how the beach performs its protective role, man can-use and enjoy the beach with
a minimum of interference with this protection.
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Waves Approaching Beach At
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under,a bridge. If you know the width and leng=_h
of the bridge and the depth of the water, yot.i
determine the amount of water under the bridg:-.e.
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SAND DUNES

Sand dunes are the second line of defense which
protects the land from the sea. This is done in two
ways. First, the dune acts as a dike whiCh prevents
the exceptionally high tides of some storms from
flooding the land. Second, the dunes are a reserve

IA" severe ,Tosion. As was pointed out earlier. it is

important that the beach have an adequate .:11101:
cli-der that it may inake' the adjustment-.
.

r

necessary to dissipate the energy of the wave,.
Since the dunes protect the land during unusual
conditions such its extremely high water or high
waves, they are not called On every day to serve
their protective role. In fact, if the beach is in

Condit inn and the weather is fairly calm, severisd years may pass between the times when there
is a storm severe enough for the water to reach the
dune.i. For this re.ison, some people fail to realize,
or they forget, that the sand dunes are really a part
of-the beach and ac such they are part of nature's
tvay of protecting the land from the sea.

the dune line which can be rapidly eroded by storm
w,iters at ml can risult in the flooding of the area behind the thine-. Simole, inexpensive foot bridges
over the dunes can prevent these weak points. Dune
buggies driven over the dunes also kill the vegeta-

tion, which leads to Nvind erosion and generally

lower the height of the dunes thereby reducing their
protectiun,
Ti,- second problem is inns 'suction too close to
th water In some h,iach areas, the dunes have been
flattened off for building sites or houses have been

built on the ii-award side of the dune. Sea wall;
seaward of the dunes to "protect
have hi-en i,
in fact the dune is much better
the land.'
preAtection

de wall. Where dunes are well de-

sand into the vegetated area behind the beach, 'The

ually possible to build houses on
veloped,
stilts behind the center line of the dune and enjoy

blowing away.

make it a desirable place to live or to play, If you
n'cognize and work with these Unique featurvs,

Dunes are built by the wind which blows the

vegetation traps the sand and the dune builds up,
Vegetation is important because not only does it
trap ne)x sand to build the dune. hut it also pre=
vents the sand which is already in the dune fr(nn
There are two main problems, caused by man,
which can partially or completely destroy the ef-

fectiveness of the dunes as a part of the beach.
The first problem is the destrholion of the vegetation which holds the dune in place. Pedestrian
traffic kills the vegetation in the foot paths and

Figures 1 & 2
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the ',Advantages of an ocean-front home without in.
terfL!ring with the natural functioning of the heath.
It

is the unique features of the beach which

such as _shifting sand and constantly changing water

level and waves, rather than ignore or work against
tin qn tile beaches can he used and c' ived without intercering with thilr jub uf -tutcc- g the hand
from the sea.
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